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Description

This is just a must have knife for anyone into bushcraft. This ingenious knife has a bit of everything!
Firstly it is a gorgeous all black survival knife with a great rubber handle giving superb grip in any
conditions. That is full tang, sharp and stainless steel. The blade is a useful 5.5 inches long.

It comes in a hard ABS case with two Velcro straps and a belt clip. This case also transforms into a
powerful slingshot. The front of the case has a compartment containing the sling elastic, this
compartment unclips but has ergonomic finger grooves for a comfortable, solid grip when firing
your sling shot.

The case also has two knife sharpening stones (120 and 600 grit) to keep your knife in tip top
condition when out in the field. On the reverse of the sheath there are 6 large stainless steel ball
bearing ammo for your sling in a spring mounted case. If this wasn’t enough it also has a fire starter.

If you can’t tell already, we are very excited about this knife! Despite containing so much it is still
compact enough to carry on your belt due to the clever design. Very well made, high quality & highly
recommended.

* Total Length: 10.25″ (26.1cm)

* Blade Length: 5.5″ (14cm)

* Knife Weight: 241g (8.5oz)

* Total Weight : 556g (1lb 3.6oz)

* Full Tang

* Rubber Handle



Category Blades Subcategory Knives
Sale type Trade Make Bushcraft

* Black Stainless Steel Blade

* Firestarter

* Catapult

* Ball Bearing Ammo

* 2 Grit Sharpening Stones

Anglo Arms Bushcraft Catapult Knife

Click to read Gun Mart Magazine’s Review of this knife

Gunmart Bushcraft Knife Review

Gunmart knife review
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